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INC: POWDER LEAK DETECTION FOR 3D SYSTEMS

Powder Leak Detection for 3D Systems
Abstract
Disclosure to explain a system to be able to automatically detect and quantify powder leaks in a 3D
printing system build Unit. This system would allow the systems to be proactively repaired before the
hardware failed or a there was a shutdown during a job.
This would also represent a cost reduction since less powder would be lost until the user noticed that
powder was leaking. Avoiding powder leaks or minimizing them is also a safety improvement since the
user will not be exposed to the material.

Problems Solved
The presented solution solves the following problems:




Not being able to detect powder leaks
Units failing due to powder leaks in the middle of a job
Loosing powder which represents a high cost for the customer

System Description
Currently in a some 3D printing systems, the powder is transported from a processing station to a build
unit where it is stored so that it can be used later during the printing process. Once inside the printer this
powder is transported upwards to the print bed and is evenly distributed over the print area by the
recoater to create powder layers.
All these powder systems (storage, transport, etc.) are very complex and one of the most common and
critical issue in the current system are powder leakages.
Leaks imply that powder will reach volumes that are not prepared to be exposed to it (electrical systems,
the outside of the build unit, etc.), it’s also an added cost to the system since the material is expensive all
any leaks imply that the powder is lost. If leaks were too large not enough powder may be available for
printing.
Another issue with the current systems is that there is not proactive/automatic way to detect leaks. It can
only be done manually by disassembling the hardware or if leaks are large enough, checking the outside
of the build unit.

Disclosure Description
The system proposed in this disclosure intends to use a color sensor or camera to check for powder
presence in the areas where the powder may leak.
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The walls and bases of the volumes where the leaks may occur are colored black to have the biggest
possible with white plastic powder used in 3D printing.
The color sensor would be pointed to the wall/base/etc. and would always be checking for white color
areas (leaks). Below we can see a basic schematic of the system:

If more than one wall needed to be checked in the same volume, the color sensor could be rotated instead
of adding more, this is represented below:
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Since the color sensor would always be active so that the evolution of accumulated powder in the areas
of interest can be monitored so that a repair/intervention can be performed whilst a leak amount is still
below the point of failure/safety hazard/etc.

Once the color sensor detects that the amount of white (powder) is above the characterized level, it can
notify the user that a proactive repair is required to prevent shutdowns later if the leaks were too high.

Using this system, the leak levels are always known, and they can be characterized so that the unit can
trigger/notify that a repair is required automatically. This would prevent the unit from shutting down
during a job or for leaks to become a safety hazard for the user.
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Advantages




Leaks are known and their evolution can be monitored in real time
Proactive repairs can be performed before the leaks reach levels that could cause shutdowns of
safety hazards
The system can be characterized so that different levels of leak can be differentiated into: safe,
advice, shut down unit to prevent risks

Projects
This solution could be applied to all Build units in a 3D System.

Prior solutions
There are no prior solutions to automatically know and monitor the leak levels within a build unit.

Disclosed by Eduard Galdeano, Guillermo Moliner, Alejandro Torres, HP Inc.
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